CHEMICAL AND BIOLOGICAL ENGINEERING

DEGREES/MAJORS, DOCTORAL MINORS, GRADUATE PROFESSIONAL/CERTIFICATES

- Chemical Engineering, Doctoral Minor (http://guide.wisc.edu/graduate/chemical-biological-engineering/chemical-engineering-doctoral-minor/)
- Chemical Engineering, M.S. (http://guide.wisc.edu/graduate/chemical-biological-engineering/chemical-engineering-ms/)
- Chemical Engineering, Ph.D. (http://guide.wisc.edu/graduate/chemical-biological-engineering/chemical-engineering-phd/)

PEOPLE

PROFESSORS
Eric V. Shusta (Chair)
Michael David Graham
George Huber
Daniel J. Klingenberg
David M. Lynn
Manos Mavrikakis
Regina Murphy
Sean P. Palacek
Brian F. Pfleger
Thatcher Root
John Yin

ASSOCIATE PROFESSORS
Ross E. Swaney
Victor Zavala Tejada

ASSISTANT PROFESSORS
Styliani Avraamidou
Matthew Gebbie
Siddarth Krishna
Marcel Schreier
Reid Van Lehn

RESEARCH PROFESSOR
William Banholzer

See also Chemical and Biological Engineering Faculty Directory (https://directory.engr.wisc.edu/che/faculty/).